The effects of increasing consonant/vowel intensity ratio on speech loudness.
It was hypothesized that speech loudness may be primarily determined by the level of the vowel and that, as a consequence, high positive consonant/vowel intensity ratios (C/V ratios) could be tolerated by hearing-impaired listeners with possible improvement in intelligibility. The present study was concerned with the effects of high C/V ratios on the loudness of speech as a necessary first step prior to more detailed studies of loudness tolerance and intelligibility. Recordings of four CVC monosyllables were digitized and one of the consonants in each word was selected for amplification relative to a constant vowel level. For each word a set of seven tokens was prepared representing a range of C/V ratios from approximately -20 dB to 9 dB. The loudness of each token was obtained through a loudness matching task involving a standard word presented at 90 dB SPL. In addition, sets of nonspeech stimuli were created to approximate the C/V ratios represented in two of the monosyllables. Loudness of nonspeech tokens was obtained using the same loudness matching paradigm. It was found that high C/V ratios had no appreciable effect on speech loudness. (The nonspeech stimuli gave similar results, however, so it was not possible to conclude that speech was unique in that respect.) The findings in general are encouraging for the further study of the influence of C/V ratio on intelligibility and the eventual incorporation of C/V processing into digital hearing aids.